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Safe Ride replaces Escort Service
for late-night transport
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$1.5M Grant for dance software
Taiwan Ministry of Economic Affairs awards Professor Yunyu Wang
Laura Dudnick
Features Editor

Imagine you are walking to class at 8:57
AM and have three minutes to make
your way from Worner Center to the Tutt
Science Building. You feel hurried and
stressed as you rush across the ﬁelds,
shufﬂing your feet in a stop-start kind
of pattern. So concerned are you with
hurrying that the way your body moves
completely escapes your consciousness.
Now imagine you are walking to class
at 8:45 AM and have ﬁfteen minutes to
saunter to your class. As you stroll casually on the cement paths, you may pay
more attention to where your shoulders
sit, the easy glide of your feet, or the way
your hips rotate smoothly from side to
side.
If dance professor Yunyu Wang was
standing within sight of you, she would
study not only your physical movement,
��������������������������

Matt Synenberg ‘04 stands as backup, at center, as his commander searches civilians on the
streets of Hebron, Israel. A civilian or press member points his camera from the left, as a
civilian seeks further cover behind the street sign at center. Hebron is a site of contention
among Israeli Jews, Arab Muslims, and Christians.

Graduate in heat of territory conﬂict as Israeli army infantryman
Jaimie Stevenson
News Editor

At home in Cleveland, Ohio last month
for the ﬁrst time since July 2004, Matt
Synenberg ’04 was inundated with
American idiosyncrasies and the English
language—he had forgotten how much
he liked them.
Synenberg spent the last year and a
half training and serving in the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF), Israel’s national army.
He volunteered for the IDF immediately
following his graduation from Colorado
College as an act of commitment to the
establishment of a homeland for Jewish
people, a conviction called Zionism.
The Synenberg family is of the sort of
“American Jewish” tradition, celebrating both Christmas and staple Jewish
holidays, which does not strictly observe
Judaism as a faith. Arriving home on
Christmas Eve, Synenberg returned to a
casualness about Judaism dramatically
different from the atmosphere he experi-

enced in Israel, but it was not unfamiliar to him. The former CCCA president,
VAT counselor, Sigma Chi brother, and
Rotary scholar, who turned down a job
offer on Wall Street to immigrate into Israel following graduation, stood ﬁrm in
his decision to support this political and
religious cause.
Until his return to the U.S. on Christmas Eve, Synenberg was stationed in
the city of Hebron, situated south of Jerusalem in the West Bank and recently
featured in the news because of escalating riots. “It’s a very difﬁcult city to be in
because the hatred is coming from both
sides,” explained Synenberg. “It’s coming from the Jews living there and it’s
also coming from the Arabs living there,
and the soldiers who mostly don’t want
to be there, having to be.”
Hebron is a pivotal area of conﬂict
for religious groups in Israel because
it is the place of burial of the patriarchs
of these three major religions. There is a

Continued on page 3, 7

but also the circumstances which account
for you walking. She would translate
your emotions using your body as a tool.
With a $1.5 million grant awarded to her
from the Taiwan Ministry of Economic
Affairs, Wang will spend the next three
years creating a software program that
combines the workings of both the inside
and the outside of human bodies; essentially, the way our emotions and thoughts
relate to our physical movement.
It sounds enchanting: combining science with performing arts to create a
language in movement. Only a person
with sufﬁcient dance experience would
be able to possess the knowledge needed
to design an original program, and Wang
carries a strong background with her as
she marches ﬁrmly, but of course gracefully, into this project.
Wang studied music and dance at the
Chinese Culture University, graduating

Continued on page 6

Sophomore Civic Engagement Living
Learning Community a work in progress
“The LLC is an opportunity for sophomore students to engage in a residential
experience that integrates community
It all started a year ago when a group of service and academic learning. When we
students, staff, and faculty decided to begin programs, we try to typically try to
create something that
serve a speciﬁc popucould “encourage stulation so that we can
dents to get involved
gear it towards their
in their communities
interests and develin ways that moved
opmental levels,” said
beyond
‘community
Residential Life Coservice’ and could conordinator of Mathias
nect the academic and
Megan Reynier.
residential aspects of
The
signiﬁcance
life at CC,” said direcof this group lies in a
tor of the Southwest
less-than-simple comStudies
department
mon interest: to learn
Anne Hyde.
hands-on and expeThe result? A prorience the concepts
gram called the Civic
of civic engagement
Engagement
Living
and its effects. “By
Learning Community,
living together, takwhich not only proing a course together,
vides a newly renovatand engaging in their
ed suite in Mathias for
���������������������������� residential and local
the students involved A full fridge in a quiet house.
communities, they are
to live in, but allows
truly exemplifying the
students to take an extra class on top of liberal arts education,” said Reynier.
their normal block schedule and particiInside the classroom (or rather, outpate in community service in Colorado
Continued on page 3
Springs.

Laura Dudnick
Features Editor

Proposed memorial calls for design competition for adult playground
Krystle Richman
Staff Writer

In route through Mexico from
Cuba in 2002, where he was
studying the conﬂuence of
drumming, nature, and poetry,
Nate Walrod ’99 died in a motorcycle accident on his way
home for Thanksgiving.
Shortly after Walrod’s death,
an anonymous donor made a
$5000 donation for some type
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of construction of a campus site
or event in his memory. Dean
of the College and Dean of Faculty Susan Ashley and junior
Perri Kramer recently took on
the task to construct an adult
playground on campus in his
memorial.
Ashley explained that the
idea of constructing a play area
in tribute to Walrod did not
come into being right away. “I
wanted to ﬁnd some serendipi-
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tous space to honor [Walrod’s]
serendipitous spirit. I spoke
with quite a few students about
ways of doing this in the last
few years, but somehow nothing ever came to fruition.”
Ashley admitted that there
was really no plan until Kramer walked into her ofﬁce. “She
came to talk to me about the
possibility of building a play
structure on campus in memory
of him and I thought, ‘Aha, that

INSIDE
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sounds like [Walrod]’.” Ashley
felt that participating in the construction of a memorial in Walrod’s name, especially a play
area, would be a ﬁtting tribute
to a spirited and greatly missed
friend and past student.
Ashley and Kramer plan to
have a competition among students for proposals to design
the adult playground. Kramer
imagines it to be a “small, inspirational area,” which children,

Demetria Martinez
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students, and faculty will inadvertently “ﬁnd” somewhere on
campus. The area might include
swings, and ideally will have a
view of the mountains. The competition of designs for this area
will be entertained during sixth
block, and Kramer will post advertisements around campus
before ﬁfth block break.
The college’s Design Review

Continued on page 2
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April Russo
Chaplain’s Intern

America: the land of closet believers just waiting to come out.
Have a little free time on
your hands? Want to read
something thought-provoking
and interesting? I highly recommend Stephen Carter’s The
Culture of Disbelief, a book about
the difﬁculties surrounding the
separation of church and state.
Carter’s main argument is that
religions in America are not allowed to take their faith seriously. In debate and discussion,
if believers premise their arguments with details concerning
their religion, no one takes them
seriously. The faithful are silenced because their beliefs are
seen as irrational.
If societal norms conﬂict with
a religion, believers are told to
simply change their faith. When

a church controls its members’
marriages or education, it is
considered cult-like. Cult members are people who need to be
“ﬁxed” or “deprogrammed.”
The only time religion is
accepted is when it comes in
the form of platitudes like the
phrase “God Bless America.” It
is used by politicians as a tool to
attract voters and to attack an
opponent’s morality. This trivializes religion, implying that it
is malleable.
Carter discusses the rise of
the religious right and the liberal party’s abandonment of religious rhetoric, or what he calls
“God-talk.” He argues that religion is resurgent and that the
liberal party must reach out to
the faithful in order to win future elections. Carter discusses
religious views on issues from
abortion to afﬁrmative action.
He shows how his own inter-

pretation of God’s will has led
him to support the Democrats
on some issues and the Republicans on others. According to
Carter, the faithful should not
form their political viewpoints
before consulting their religious
beliefs.
The importance of religion in
politics cannot be denied. For
Carter, religion is a fundamental part of a person’s identity
and is an important source of
American morality. It serves as
a check on the government and
on state institutions. Believers
submit to a higher authority
than the President or Congress.
To ﬁnd out more about
religion’s role and the impossibility of complete separation
of church and state, check out
Carter’s book from the library.
It’s a fast, balanced and interesting read, although not as light
as it initially appears.

Denver Post seeks student opinions writers
Calling all writers!
On Sunday, Feb. 5, The Denver
Post began its search for a new
panel of Colorado Voices writers. In past years, the competition has attracted a wide range
of writers from throughout
Colorado and the Rocky Mountain West.
This will be the second year
that we are also soliciting entries from high school and
college students, in an effort
to broaden the points of view
presented on the op-ed pages
of The Denver Post.
The opportunity is terriﬁc for
anyone interested in writing,
either creatively or journalistically. Colorado Voices provides
a chance for non-professionals
to get their work reviewed and
edited by professional journalists–something we’ve been told
countless times is an invaluable
experience.
The rules follow. Students
should e-mail or snail mail
their entries directly to me (see
address at close) with the notation “STUDENT” on them so I
can be sure they are reviewed
promptly. (We judge our student applicants on their own

merits rather than
place them in the
pool with other writers who may have a
wider range of experience to draw upon
giving students a
better chance at representation.)
HOW TO ENTER:

Send us two sample
columns, from 600 to
700 word count, along with a
cover letter describing your
background, your interest in
Voices, and whatever else you
think we need to know.
(To get a good idea of the
concept, check out some previously published Voices columns
at www.denverpost.com/opinion, starting on Feb. 5.)
DEADLINE: We need to
have your entries in hand by 5
p.m. on Monday, Feb. 20. Anything received after that will
not be judged.
HOW TO SUBMIT: Send
your entries by e-mail, to
voices@denverpost.com
and
also to bellis@denverpost.com,
with the columns in the body
of the e-mail (no attachments,
please). Remember to attach
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the notation STUDENT somewhere high in the entry. If you
prefer regular mail direct your
material to
Barbara Ellis,
Denver Post Editorial Page,
1560 Broadway
Denver CO 80202.
Please give us your address,
phone numbers and e-mail address.
ES

WHAT COLORADO VOICMEANS: Typically, our

Voices write every other week
over a three-month period.
We’ll work with you on story
ideas and give you a deadline
for each contribution. Once
published, you’ll get bragging
rights, gorgeous clips and a
modest honorarium.

Adult playground to memorialize Walrod
Continued from front page
Board must approve a design
before it will assign a location
for the project, so speciﬁc details
will be uncertain until the DRB
reviews and potentially accepts
the winning design from the
competition.
While a student at Colorado
College, Walrod participated in
many diverse activities, including spending a semester in Chicago, playing golf, writing poetry, reading, hiking, teaching
fellow students casting on the
quad, studying Buddhism, and
learning to meditate. Ashley
even remembers the times when
“Nate the Great,” as she called
him, stood out by opening an

“ofﬁce” in front of the Worner
Center in the spring, when he
badgered her into “getting the
college to build a coffee house
in the trees.” He even put up a
ﬁght when she advised him for
his senior thesis—“he disdained
the idea of punctuation.”
“He was such a good guy—
full of life and full of thoughts,”
Ashley continued. “He would
even close his emails with some
piece of Buddhist wisdom and
sign the name of ‘Huck.’
In addition, one of the things
I will never forget was what he
told me one day while we were
hiking on a trail at the Baca campus.
He told me, ‘CC stresses arid
academics and forgets what re-

ally matters—learning through
experience.’
Education
¬is
something more than what happens in the classroom. ”
It was after graduation that
Walrod decided to enroll in
Teach for America and was relocated to Oakland, California.
He later admitted to Ashley
that he taught his own students
about punctuation, though he
despised it.
By constructing this play area
in honor of Walrod, people will
be able to gain a sense of who
he was without having known
him. It will be a continuation of
his ability to reach out, embrace
life, and connect to people in
unique ways.

are now running Safe Ride.
“I was very comfortable,”
Staff Writer
said sophomore Anne Marie
It’s Wednesday night, and you Kelley, who recently utilized
are exhausted from a long group Safe Ride. “It was like being
study session for your class. All picked up by a friend.”
you want to do is hit your pil“They showed up right
low, but you’re a mile away away,” continued Kelley. “It
through snow and cold. Sound was much more comfortable
familiar?
being driven by students than
A new service on the CC cam- security. I didn’t feel guilty for
pus, called Safe Ride, will make calling them.”
that torturous late-night trek a
“This allows security to do
thing of
more of
the past.
their job:
Safe
m a k Ride
is
ing this
the imcampus
proved
safe for
version
the stuof the CC
dents,”
Escort
M u l Service,
keen exwhich
plained.
provided
“Plus, if
a
comsomeone
panion
�������������������������� has had a
to walk Former Escort Service employee sophomore Zach drink or
with stu- Ramras now drives a Safe Ride vehicle.
two they
dents at night. Now, those same might not feel comfortable callstudent employees are driving a ing security.”
shiny white suburban or a sleek
The transportation areas are
white minivan instead. The nebulous at this time. The pilot
transport service operates from program will provide service to
8 pm to 1 am every evening.
and from areas within 5 blocks
Several months ago, CCCA surrounding campus. Dependand Campus Security began to ing on how busy Safe Ride is,
evaluate the security and effec- however, those boundaries are
tiveness of the Escort Service, ﬂexible. Just last weekend, Safe
and considered potential im- Ride transported a group of
provements.
students from Jack Quinn’s, a
“What we found,” explained popular bar downtown, back to
CCCA President Andrew Mul- campus.
keen, “was that last year [2005Students can call security for
2006] the Escort Service received a dispatcher to route one of the
only two or three calls for trans- Safe Ride vehicles to their loport, while security’s ride re- cation. If the student does not
quests topped 3,000.”
want to talk to security at all,
In its ﬁrst week alone, Safe Safe Ride maintains the original
Ride received over 65 requests Escort Service’s cell phone in its
for transport.
vehicles.
The problem with the Escort
Security is still available for
Service was that “what the stu- transportation outside of Safe
dents wanted was rides. They Ride hours, and will also maindidn’t want to walk,” said Chief tain that service if both Safe
of Security Ron Smith. “Be- Ride vehicles are busy.
tween 8pm and 1am we’re freed
“This is similar to what a lot
up quite a bit more.
of other schools have that we’ve
“CCCA did most of it, I’ve been lacking here at CC,” Mulgot to give them the credit.” keen explained. “What we did
Smith continued. “They just was ﬁnd something that was
took my kids who weren’t do- broken and ﬁx it.”
ing anything and put them to
“I think it’s a good program,”
work,” Smith said of the eight mused Smith. “I think the kids
Escort Service employees who will use it.”

Heidi O’Connor
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���������������������������������� Israeli army volunteer
Continued
from front
page
side, as much
of the learning takes place
hands-on), the
students center
their
studies
around building and studying communities. “We chose
to focus the
course on Leadville, Colorado
as a small community with a
complex history,
set of economic
and social challenges—and
about the size
we thought the
group
could
learn about in
their projects.
We hope that
this sharp focus
could give us
some in depth
work and could
also give students
something to which
they could compare their work
in
Colorado
Springs,” said
Hyde.
The
15
sophomores
involved in the
program share
a living space,
are involved in
an extra class,
meet with their
professors over
meals, and participate in community service
with local Colorado
Springs
public schools. It
is a commitment
that requires a
lot of time and
passion. “[The

LLC] is a
change from
other
programs on the
block system,
which I think
students may
not be used
to planning
for,”
said
Reynier.
One
of
the students
involved in
the program,
who wishes
to
remain
anonymous,
The Living Learning Community’s communal kitchen is sparse, and no
agrees with
residents are in sight. The communal calendar sports a weekly reminder
Reynier. The
to watch the OC.
student commented that
adding another class
on top of the
normal block
schedule is
an
adjustment that requires time
to get used
to. In addition to the
extra stress,
communication between
the students
and faculty
could have
been stronAbove, another sparse sight. Community calendar removed to reveal
ger.
“Stuanother empty space. Below, the contents of a kitchen revealed.
dents have
formed
a
community
with
each
other,
but
not with the
professors.”
The point
of the program is to
create community, and
the student
continues by
pointing out
that, “in the
long run, you
have to start
things off a
����������������������������
little messy.”
While the program may have
a lot of potential, students were
not as content with the program
this year as would have been expected. “A lot of students would
have been happier if we weren’t
the ﬁrst year,” said the student.
The student adds that much of
the enjoyment came with doing
work with Public Achievement.
Other students’ perspectives
specify that the community
service work was a major highlight.
According to Reynier, another Living Learning Community
course is in the planning process
for the 2006-2007 academic year.
A new group of sophomores will
be chosen through the same application and interview process
that was used when the selection committee last year decided
which students would be a part
of the LLC. But it is still only the
ﬁrst year of the program: “We
will continue to evaluate it and
make changes to improve it,”
said Reynier.

In The New Republic, Klein
Halevi explained that many solstrong tradition among the Jews diers in the IDF, like Synenberg,
that David established his ﬁrst are forced to expel fellow Jews
city there, prior to founding his from controversial and somekingdom in Jerusalem. Chris- times illegal settlements during
tians stake claim to Hebron be- disengagement efforts. Soldiers
cause Abraham is called the “fa- who believe that the maintether of faith” in their scriptures. nance of Greater Israel, the land
Muslims equally are interested that Jews believe was given to
in the city, which they call Al- Abraham in the Bible, ought not
Khalil, on account of patrilin- include compromising any of its
eage, for Abraham was father of territory, are confronted with a
their great prophet before Mu- personal paradox. This responhammad, the prophet Ishmael, sibility to their position with
Synenberg explained.
the IDF might seriously conﬂict
Recent escalation in conﬂict with Jewish soldiers’ own conoccurred between Jews and victions about the legitimacy
Arabs living in Hebron, “but of such settlements. Synenberg
of course there’s been ﬁghting does consider himself a Zionthere forevist and an
er and there
Israeli Jew,
always will “In most armies, you do your and
was
be, unforrecently
training, then sit around confronted
t u n a t e l y, ”
Synenberg
on base for a few years, with this
said.
The
very issue
IDF is in a
then you’re out. I did seven in Amona.
unique poPrior to
months of training, was in his work in
sition there
because it
Amona and
combat even before train- H e b r o n ,
is stationed
within the
ing was over, and now i’m b e g i n n i n g
actual city.
in Decem“Usually
on the front line every day. ber 2004,
the army is
Synenberg
It’s an ever-changing and participatstationed
outside of
ed in basic
exciting environment. If you and then
the major
West Bank
think about it too much, it’s a d v a n c e d
cities, but
army trainin Hebron,
Bepretty scary, too.” ing.
because
cause
he
there is a
was ill-preMatt Synenberg ’04
substantial
pared with
Jewish popthe Hebrew
ulation, the
language
army is actually in the middle of when he arrived in Israel, the
the city. It is probably the most army sent him to an intensive
intense city to be stationed in,” language training program that
he said.
incorporated some basic trainSince he returned to Israel ing. Fellow Jewish and quasion January 21, Synenberg par- Jewish immigrants who also
ticipated in the IDF’s disengage- arrived in Israel with little or no
ment efforts in Amona, one of Hebrew, mostly Russians and
the largest illegal Jewish settle- a few Ethiopians, accompanied
ments in the West Bank. In an him. “I didn’t really learn Heemail to The Catalyst he wrote brew at the desk,” explained
that the events he witnessed Synenberg, “I kind of learned it
in Amona, combined with the on my feet by being given drills
events of last summer’s dis- and getting screamed at.”
engagement of settlements in
Immigrants to Israel arrive
Gaza, “mark the most signiﬁcant for various reasons, considerturning point in Israelis’ mental- ing that anyone with a Jewish
ity since probably the founding grandparent, or married to a
of the state.” He continued, “I Jew, can come, Klein Halevi exsense that historians will come plained to The Catalyst. Russians
to scrutinize the year beginning have composed the majority of
in the summer of 2005 the same the immigrant population since
way they do 1967 to show the the fall of the Iron Curtain in
shifts in attitudes and territory the early 1990s, Synenberg exin the Middle East.”
plained. Anti-Semitism has ﬂucIn an article published in tuated in Russia since WWII,
The New Republic last Septem- giving reason for Former Soviet
ber about the then-recent dis- Union (FSU) Jewry to emigrate
engagement in Gaza, Israel elsewhere. Israel has welcomed
Correspondent and former CC all Jews since it was founded as
Visiting Professor Yossi Klein a nation in 1948, attractive for
Halevi wrote of Israeli soldiers’ economic opportunity and poparadoxical position in disen- tential religious sanctity.
gagement efforts. Since his time
Once he completed training
spent teaching at CC, Klein Hal- in Hebrew Synenberg went on to
evi, an Israeli Jew living in Jeru- participate in formal basic trainsalem since 1982 but originally ing. This training began just befrom Brooklyn, N.Y., became fore the IDF’s disengagement in
close friends with Synenberg, Gaza; thus, four months into his
who was a student in his Politi- formal training, the army called
cal Science class, and has since Synenberg and his unit to assist
informally become an adopted in the disengagement. He was in
member of the professor/jourContinued on page 7
nalist’s family in Israel.
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Fashun Show showcases new designs, tantalizes spectators
Jess Malisow
Staff Writer

Taylor Theater was transformed
into a glamour-freak showcase
of art and fashion last Friday
night. The fashion energy was
contagious, and may possibly
explain why the student body
was more sexy and conﬁdent
than usual. Packs of pushy
students decked out in stilettos and sunglasses fought their

Smell that meat.

way into the show from a wait
list of over 100 people. Spectators were greeted by bloodied
masked faces of ‘wax people’
upon entering the cabaret of
fashionistas.
The Wax Museum theme pervaded the second annual CC
fashion show and far exceeded
the expectations of curious attendees. Producers decided to

take the show up a notch this
year and the levels of planning,
elaboration, and reﬁnement
were increased, commented
co-producer Genevieve Lowe.
Production planning began
during ﬁrst block and required
dedication throughout the ﬁrst
semester. Co-producer Stephanie Chisholm said it was “cool
to know everything that goes
into a production, to ﬁnd all the
puzzle pieces and ﬁt them into
the right
places.”
F e a t u re s
of
this
year ’s
show included an
art installation in
the entry
hall, introductory movie
clips
of
each des i g n e r,
and per������������������������ sonalized
designer
logos.
Yet what marked the success
of the show was the level of
engagement between the designers and models and their
interactions with the audience.
Edgy students surrounded the
catwalk and beckoned for the
show to begin. Five CC dancer s,
clad in moon boots, puffy down
jackets, and booty shorts, chris-

tened the runway, signaling that
the show had begun. Twelve designers displayed their unique
aesthetic tastes, and their models fed the wildest fantasies
of the audience. This year’s
threads were a healthy mix of
the practical and the over-thetop outrageous. Designer Bethany Berman-Brady commented
that “Everyone involved was so
artistic that it would have been
impossible to make it anything
other than an art show.”
Inspired by themes such as
the “grotesquely beautiful,”
“the garden of Eden,” “1950s
punk,” and “the butcher shop,”
the imaginations of the designers came alive and were embodied by their models, who
temporarily sacriﬁced their
true identities for the sake of art
and fashion. The models captivated the attention of the audience through an array of antics.
Jaws dropped when the striking
model Sonya Niess worked the
runway in one of Chisholm’s
“swamp skirts.” She was topless. Spectators screamed like
Jim Morrison worshippers
when Malcolm Murray cut his
golden locks with a large knife
and tossed them into the crowd.
The risqué expression induced
ecstasy in the audience, eliciting
hot emotions.
The show culminated with
the announcement, “It might be
disgusting, it might be fashionable, now get ready.” Designer
Jon Michel offered a variety

bring
a
single possession.
The ﬁnal
model of
the show
sported
“The Vegetarian
Option,” a
Hula skirts
made
of
asparagus
and
Birkenstocks.
With the
phrase
“Vegetarian Option”
written on
his chest,
he strutted
his style
smoking a
cigarette.
C h isholm
commented that it
was “toA model basks in the attention of the wild crowd and
tally outswarming photographers.
done . . .
of dining options, such as beef
it’s absurd
and asparagus, hanging on the that we can get so disgustingly
hips of naked men. From a loin dressed up for a night and nevcloth composed of strips of raw er wear the clothes again.” This
beef to a ribbon skirt of wieners year’s fashion show was much
(hot dogs), this fashion line was more than skinny girls modelan exception to practical, ev- ing the trendy creations of shaleryday wear unless you were low designers. It was a true colcondemned to an island for the laboration of artistic vision and
rest of your life and could only parody.

Visiting Professor Demetria Martínez inspires activism, teaches writing
Will Harrington
Scene Editor

“A long time ago I learned that
if I were to stay sane, I had to
jot down notes in the margin of
the ofﬁcial story,” wrote Demetria Martínez in her most recent
book, Confessions of a Berlitz-Tape
Chicana. She recently brought
these notes to Colorado College.
Martínez is a visiting professor, currently teaching The
Poet as a Witness to War, a creative writing class. Last week
she read at Colorado College as
part of the Visiting Writers Series. Her stories, newspaper columns, and poems—often political and always personal—evoke
these “notes in the margin,” the
perspectives overlooked, the
stories untold.
Martínez is no stranger to the
voice of the underrepresented.
In 1986, while working for the
National Catholic Reporter, an independent weekly, she traveled
to Mexico to report on a Lutheran Minister who assisted two El
Salvadorian women refugees
into the U.S. El Salvador was in
the midst of a brutal civil war,
the United States was funneling
money to the existing government which was ﬁghting leftist
rebels.
Although the effort to protect
refugees, the “Sanctuary Movement,” had been sanctioned by
New Mexico’s governor, Martinez and the minister were
both indicted on charges that
included conspiracy against the
U.S. government. Her phone

was tapped. She faced a 25 year
prison sentence. Her poem,
“Nativity: For Two Salvadorian
Women,” was used against her
in court.
Martínez and the minister
were both acquitted, Martínez

on ﬁrst Amendment rights. In
an interview with the Tucson
Weekly, she stated that after the
trial “freedom of expression was
more of an abstraction for me
than a reality. I felt as if someone
had cut out my tongue.”

Demetri Martinez, a visiting professor, teaching Poet as Witness to War

The experience hit harder
than she thought it would. “I
didn’t realize howvv much selfcensorship could affect me.”
She was a political and verbal
person; this is what had gotten
her into trouble with the law.
“After my phone was tapped, I
felt afraid to entertain political
thoughts.” Her poetry suffered.
She found solace in a novel.
“In Mother Tongue,” the 1994
novel inspired by the incident,
“I could ﬁnally tell El Salvador’s
story. I could speak out.”
Her writing oftentimes brings
the political arena into intimate
and quotidian scenarios. One
speaker in a supermarket tells
of buying “kale, collard, and
mustard greens. These are smart
bombs in the preemptive was
against cancer.” The Iraq war,
although not always mentioned,
lingers behind the pages.
She talked about how the
war has inﬂuenced her writing.
“What do we do in a time when
to dissent means to be unpatriotic? This war should haunt our
days and nights.” In Confessions
she wonders if we “are making enemies faster than we can
kill them?” Yet not for a minute
will she call herself unpatriotic. “Our history is a history of
people who loved their country
enough to dissent.”
Her activism has not slowed
down. She writes two columns
a month for The National Catholic
Reporter, which during her reading she described as “a kick ass
little paper.” In Albuquerque,
New Mexico, where she makes
her permanent residence, she is

active with Enlace Comunitario,
an immigrants’ rights group
that serves Spanish-speaking
victims of domestic violence.
“Enlace Comunitario offers classes for women to get
through domestic violence,”
she said. Oftentimes the women
will become “promotoras,” effectively teachers who inform
other immigrants of their rights.
Martínez explains the vital role
of these “promotoras.”
“Many immigrants think
they have no rights at all. Yet
under the constitution, they
have quite a range of protections,” she explained. A particularly common problem is that of
an exploitative employer. Many
may ﬁre a worker and refuse to
pay her/him for their ﬁnal few
weeks of pay. Undocumented
workers, unsure of their rights
and fearing deportation, make
no attempt to recover the lost
wages. “Promotoras” educate
and explain these rights to the
workers.
Martínez exudes a pride and
respect for the “promotoras.”
“They blossom into spokeswomen for the community,” she
said.
The notes in the margins are
sometimes pushed off the side
of the page. Migrant communities will not always put their
words in the ofﬁcial accounts.
Certain people wield the pens
in history books. Demetria Martínez, however, works for the
underrepresented, pulling the
“notes in the margin” into the
ofﬁcial text.
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Dance professor Wang to create software that combines science with performing arts
Continued from front page
in 1973. She then preformed
with the ﬁrst professional modern dance company in Taiwan,
Cloud Gate Dance Theater, from
1973 to 1981. Her studies continued when she moved to the
United States and earned her
MFA in performance and choreography from the University of
Illinois in 1983.
By the time she became the
Associate Professor of dance at
Colorado College in 1991, dance
had already taken her to both Illinois Wesley University and the
University of Georgia—not bad
for someone who was once told
that dancing would pilot her to
a life of poverty and unemployment.
Poverty and unemployment
were the last things on her mind
as Wang stood contentedly in
her ofﬁce, demonstrating different kinds of movement and
asking me if I could tell the emotions that corresponded with
each one. “What do you feel you

sustaininv g the time between
looking back and forth allowed
me to focus on both my notes
and Wang’s demonstration
without feeling overwhelmed.
This instance is exactly what
Wang wishes to translate onto
a software program. Working
with 20 computer programmers
and 5 administrators in Taiwan,
10 artists and dance students
who have yet to be chosen—
who Wang hopes to ﬁnd in
fellow CC professors and students—and unsuspecting students that Wang observes carefully, it seems like she will have
plenty of support to produce a
project “that will come out and
surprise people.”
Now one might wonder how
she actually hopes to actually
read movement and apply emotion to it using a computer. As a
CMA (Certiﬁed Movement Analyst), Wang will use not only
the theory from Laban Movement Analysis, but will apply
other kinds of equipments such
as an electric muscle sensor, Mo-

In an afternoon class, Jack Sun, a visiting instructor from Taiwan, encourages students to dance with emotion through physical expression. Below
right, Professor Wang watches on.

show in your body?” she asked
me. I suddenly realized that I
was hunched over in her leather armchair, bouncing my eyes
back and forth between examining her and frantically writing
every detail I could remember
into my notebook.
According to Wang, my eyes
were practicing the sudden
movement of time, one of the
eight EFFORTS (see box) that
she explained represent the different categories of movement.
My eyes carryed a strong weight
as well, another characteristic of
EFFORTS. I sat up straight and
tried to slow my thoughts down
so I could concentrate on one
thing at a time. Immediately I
noticed a difference—switching
to a light weight in my eyes and

tion Capture (MoCap) and some
existing computer programs
such as Maya, Isadora and others. For example, if someone is
angry, they will probably tense
muscle, then the electric muscle
sensor and MoCap can catch the
signal to be applied to the project study. According to Wang,
“human movement has two
purposes: function and expression.” Once one can learn to
have control over both, he or
she will be more in tune with
the body and mind.
Those who will use the program include a wide range of
people from a diversity of ﬁelds
and needs who share one common goal: to merge internal
emotion with physical language.
Citing speciﬁc uses, Wang said,

������������������������

Through the movement of her hands, Professor Wang mimics a series of common mannerisms many of us unconsiously use in giving away out innermost feelings.

“People in hospitals can use the
software program to read physical activity (as it relates to emotions and body) on a computer.”
Because this software program
is the ﬁrst to include energy and
quality, as opposed to just space,
time, and the quantity of movement, animation artists can use
it as well to help produce more
life-like quality to animated subjects. In addition, and possibly
the most signiﬁcant reason of all
for Wang, is to use the program
to teach dance.
Her passion for dance is obvious through her professional
work; Wang has taught dance
in the United States, Taiwan,
and Hong Kong. She is a certiﬁed Labanotation Reconstructor and teacher, and a certiﬁed
Laban Movement Analyst. She
currently teaches Body and Motion, a class that merges anatomy and kinesiology. What her
students might not know is that
she will apply what she learns
from and teaches to the class
to her program. Respectively,
Wang is including more people
than one would imagine into
her newest project.
Dance is movement. And
conversely, Wang avsserted that
movement is dance. Movement
can be dance when the body
becomes ﬂuid in all of its actions, so every physical activ-

ity—even the most mundane
ones, like waving ﬁngers in the
air or picking up a plate—can
ﬁnd ways to incorporate a light
weight, sustained time, indirect
space, and free ﬂow. And everyone can do this.
Once one begins noticing the
way his or her movement relates
to his or her feelings, it is hard
to stop accounting for each action one does. I just yawned; I’m
tired, you may think as you lean
back in your chair, arching your
shoulders away from the computer on your desk as a sign that
maybe you need a break from
studying. Or perhaps you will

notice the irritable behavior you
illustrate with your body when
you feel upset, hungry, or anxious. Wang’s words will vibrate
through your body: “When you
think, you act. When you act,
you think.”
“Dance is an international
language. One does not need to
be in the same country or have
the same trained language to
dance together, or communicate
it to each other.” This software
program will prove her point:
people will use it to ﬁnd a way
to connect not with words, but
with our natural and physical
contributions.
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Student compares drought in Costa Rican student adjusts to CC
Tanzania to U.S. water supply
Will Harrington
tory and Film.
we’re 25 or 26; it’s a matter of
I think about this article as
my
friend Rich points out a
Staff Writer
drinking fountain; and not just
Culture shock happens to me one, but one in almost every
often. It hit me taking a ferry hallway of the building. Upon
from Kowloon to Hong Kong their arrival, the U.S. Embassy
Island, watching the array of installed a sizable ﬁltering and
neon colors reﬂect off the ocean chilling system to provide water
surface. It hit me upon realizing as an independent source for
that walking the streets of Rome U.S. citizens. Water from the
really meant walking amongst embassy gets delivered to their
super models with Italian secret ofﬁcials and administrators
identities. However, recently every day. The water that
the case of culture shock came streams forth from the spout is
to me quite differently. It was a lot cooler, cleaner, and faster
the tiling that struck me ﬁrst, as than the one the women and
I was walking through the metal children use, not far from where
detectors which also served as a I am staying. And not only
portal into another
do these women
country, the United
The drought use it, but many
States
Embassy.
congregate around
Americans
are
has left more this particular spout
required
to
to ﬁll their buckets
go
through
a than one-third of with water to drink,
brieﬁng for safety,
wash, and cook.
the agricultural It saddens me to
emergency contact
numbers, and a way
labor force mal- know that some
to relieve liability
days water doesn’t
from the States for
nourished. even come out,
any
unapproved
forcing them to walk
actions of adventure
door-to-door
for
seeking tourists.
any water they can beg for. And
But it was neither the safety even more saddening to me is
that was on my mind nor the knowing that though Tanzania’s
possible dangers of getting devotion to agriculture is
robbed as I was walking strong, it still retains itself as an
through the frigid hallways of economy dependent on export
the embassy; it was a newspaper crops, where more food goes out
article in Tanzania’s The Citizen of the country than to people
that read: Drought Runs on for who need it within.
Seven Straight Years.
All of this while Aaron, our
Various regions of the country embassy tour guide, speaks of
are not getting enough water, the wonders of snorkeling and
affecting the country as a popular clubs among tourists.
The
shock
didn’t
end
as we were
leaving
the
embassy with
its
farewell
wave
from
the American
ﬂag.
It
climaxed as I
looked over to
see freshly cut
green grass.
This is a rarity,
for
people
have
taken
to
actually
using water
rather
than
devoting it to
landscape
THE CATALYST/ Alix Dunn a
aesthetic. For
whole as national agriculture
a second I couldn’t believe
increasingly
suffers.
The
it, and even went as far as to
government here is trying hard
wonder how it got there. It
to supply these people with
wasn’t until several timed
food.
sprinklers began shooting water
However, even their services
at the well-nourished grass that
are lacking. Tanzanians are now
I felt my submission to culture
feeding their children with the
shock; shocked by my American
seeds that are generally saved
privilege to not only have
for growing crops this year.
the money to easily purchase
This is a country that relies
water but also being given it
on agriculture in voracious
freely because of my passport;
attempts to utilize more than
shocked, letting the U.S. pride
590,000 square miles of land for
itself on giving aid when it
more than 35 million people (80
takes preference to green lawns
percent of whom are devoted to
over the malnourished families
agricultural labor). And now
around their building. Then
the drought has left more than
again, maybe I’m supposed
one-third of the agricultural
to accept how the world takes
labor
force
malnourished
more from Tanzania than she
(around 9.4 million people). The
can give to her own people.
government has already run
Afterwards I’ll go out for
ﬁve newspaper articles urging
drinks at some popular club
people to hold out and save
and talk about my snorkeling
their seeds for the possibility of
adventures.
a “lucky season” of rainfall.

Zach Rosen

Scene Editor

He had never seen snow. Some
time fourth block Marcel Campos Hernandez walked out
of his Armstrong class and
stopped at the glass doors,
spellbound by the specks of
white dusting the quad. Hernandez had never left his native Costa Rica before coming
to CC last fall. The only thing
he knew about Colorado was
what he’d seen in Western
movies. He showed up in August, ready for what would
come.
An English teaching major back in Costa Rica, Marcel
came to tighten his grasp on
the language. He speaks well,
and assures me his speech has
improved two-fold since his
arrival. But he’s also speaking
a lot in his native tongue.
“I had no idea how many
people speak my language
here. I mean, I order a burrito in Chipotle and the lady
starts talking in Spanish!” He
was impressed by the international population in the U.S.
“The U.S. is very diverse; I’ve
met people from all over the
world.”
Complementing his English skills, Hernandez is also
studying elementary German
for ﬁfth and sixth block. He enjoys studying liberal arts—in
Costa Rica students “pick their
major and only study that.”
He appreciates investigating
various disciplines like His-

Since learning a different
tongue can be tough on the
block plan, I asked how he
liked the single class immersion, the deep discussions, and
the fast pace. “I really don’t
like it too much; The block
plan is way too intense.” This
might reﬂect a cultural difference between the U.S. and

taking care of the family.”
Hernandez has traveled up
and down the east coast—visiting Orlando, Washington,
and New York—and through
much of Colorado. His favorite spot in the U.S? Could it
be the spectacular scenery in
Colorado? The serrated peaks
to the west, or bustling metropolis of the Front Range?
“It’s New York,” he tells me.
“New York is by far the best
place I’ve been in the States. I
was there for New Year’s—I
couldn’t even see the ball drop
there were so many people!”
He also talked about his
time in D.C. “There was security everywhere. I felt like they
were watching me.”
Plenty of people Hernandez
has met here have also been to
Costa Rica. But as far as the
rest of South America, he feels
that “Americans don’t seem
to know much about Latin
America, at least not as much
as we know about the U.S.” He
��������������������������� might be right; this reporter’s
Foreign exchange student Marcel good friend thought that BraCampos Hernandez enjoys study- zil was next to Spain.
ing in the U.S. and practicing his
So far Hernandez has enEnglish.
joyed his time here. Students
have been very welcoming
Costa Rica.
and social. He’s still got anoth“We’re a little more laid er three and a half months to
back in Costa Rica. It isn’t re- spend in the U.S., so look out
ally ‘How fast can you go?’ We for him. The Costa Rican will
take things a little slower.” He probably adjust to anything
was also surprised that stu- that comes his way, whatever
dents in the U.S. leave home might fall from the sky.
at 18. “We live at home until

Black Student Union brings
Night in Africa to campus
Chelsea Wilson
Staff Writer

Food, drumming, skits, and
dancing will make this weekend
a highlight of the semester within the Colorado College community. The Colorado College
Black Student Union (BSU) is
taking the time to celebrate and
educate as a part of Black History month with a night in Packard and Rainbow Jam, an event
which has been happening on
campus for the last 30 years and
focuses on multiculturalism.
The beginning of February
marks the start of Black History
month, a month of commemoration organized to bring Black
history into the community. Dr.
Carter G. Woodson started this
commemoration in 1926. The
BSU is showing their support
for this month of celebration
by hosting “Night in Africa,”
which takes place this Saturday,
February 11, at 7 PM in Packard
Hall.
This event—the BSU’s ﬁrst
major event of Black History
month—is open to the community and is being dedicated
to both Rosa Parks and Coretta
Scott King. The CC African
Drum Ensemble is being recruited for the event, and actor
James Young will also be performing. Young will be coming to campus in order to give

his powerful speech regarding
Martin Luther King’s “I have a
dream” speech.
Another exciting portion of
this event will include a skit
preformed by members of BSU
about the unsung heroes of the
Civil Rights Movement. This
skit will speak to the signiﬁcant contributions of some in-

all who have fought for justice,
as well as all those who have
enriched Black/African culture
and way of life.”
Another event to look for on
campus, taking place Friday, is
Rainbow Jam, a great place to
head the evening before “Night
in Africa” for those interested in
a fun party and enriching multicultural event. Rainbow
Jam will take place from 710 PM in Benji’s and is being sponsored by CCCA
and the minority student
life groups on campus.
Rochelle Mason, of
the Minority Student Life
ofﬁce, explained, “This
event is a tradition dating
back to the 1970s, as is evidenced by the ‘old school’
name,” making it an event
which holds precedence
and surely shouldn’t be
missed. Free multicultural
food and a music festival
including a DJ will be part
of the event, not to mention a dance contest with a
��������������������������� $50 ﬁrst place prize.
Actor James Young will visit CC to deliver a
Overall, this will be a
speech in honor of Dr. Martin Luther King, weekend not to be missed
Jr.’s “I Have A Dream” speech.
with all the minority student life and multicultural
dividuals involved in the civil
experiences available to everyrights movement. Natalie Veres,
one interested. With drumming,
one of the co-chairs of the BSU,
speeches, skits, free food, dancstressed that “all are welcome
ing and music, there will be a
to come and enjoy the display
little something for everyone.
of talent as we pay tribute to
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Synenberg ’04 midway through term of service in Israeli army
Continued from page 3
the Gaza strip and the northernWest Bank for a month before he
went back to the Negev desert,
south of Tel Aviv and Jerusalem,
to complete two more months of
advanced training.
The responsibilities of an IDF
soldier vary greatly, so training
reﬂects the range of possible activities. Synenberg listed patrols,
ambushes, arrests, checkpoints,
evacuations, and demolitions
among his various responsibilities.
“It’s exciting. In most armies,
you do your training then
sit around on base for a few
years, then you’re out. I did
seven months of training, was
in combat even before training was over, and now I’m on
the front line every day. It’s an
ever-changing and exciting en-

“I didn’t really learn
Hebrew at the desk. I
kind of learned it on my
feet by being given
drills and getting
screamed at.”
Matt Synenberg ‘04
vironment. If you think about it
too much, it’s pretty scary, too,”
Synenberg said.
The current level of combat
in Israel is “low-intensity conﬂict.” The country is not experiencing a full-out land war, or
“high-intensity conﬂict,” but is
engaged in a war “fought by all
parts of the army, but not at one
hundred percent of their capacity.”
Synenberg explained interplay among the various elements of the IDF with the fol-

“If joining the army is
the only thing I ever
do to serve the Jewish
people, then I think I’ll
be a failure. Hopefully
this is where it starts, at
least, this is the biggest
place to start.”
Matt Synenberg ‘04
lowing metaphor: “I feel like the
job of the Infantry is to kind of
sit on the Arabs’ hands. Not actually to ﬁght them, but to sit on
their hands so they don’t hurt
us. Then it’s the job of the Intelligence to sit on their faces, to
know what’s going on. Then it’s
the Special Forces who kind of
hit ’em over the head when that
needs to happen. And they do
that more surgically, like going
in on special operations—attacking the head but not the whole
body, which is what would happen in a full-scale war.”
Synenberg is one of ﬁve Anglos in a company composed
of three platoons, about 100

people including soldiers and intent until Spring break of his beliefs seriously. “They undertheir commanders. The Anglos senior year.
stand that my commitment isn’t
include four Americans and one
Since the age of 19, Synenberg a juvenile thing, or a kind of
South African resident of Eng- planned to enlist in the Israeli passing notion,” he said.
land.
army, but did not divulge that
“Inherently when you talk
“We’re friends for life—it’s a truth until he was 22. “[Israel] of army service it sounds like
true brotherhood in there.” He was nothing that my family talk- such a big thing,” Synenberg
explained,
said.
“But
“I’ve
had
this is somethose relathing
that
tionships
every single
with IsraeIsraeli Jew
lis also, but
does, and it’s
of
course
something
the
Angthey
do
los clung to
when they’re
each other
18. By 21
just out of
they’ve comease
and
pleted it, and
understandthen they go
ing of one
on to do othanother ’s
er things.”
problems.”
Unlike
The lanIsrael-born
guage barriJews, Synen�������������������������� berg was not
er was Syne n b e r g ’ s Pictured here are posters and a scarf promoting Arab martyrs conﬁscated by the obligated to
most com- Israeli Defense Forces.
serve the state
promising
in this way.
ed about. I knew that I would not
weakness at the start of his ser- get their blessing on it, so it was In the summer following his
vice, and continues to frustrate nothing that I brought up in the graduation from CC, he made
him although he has assuredly intervening years,” Synenberg aliyah, the Hebrew word for
become ﬂuent in spoken He- said. He did not consider his “immigration,” literally transbrew. He continues to work on years of silence to be unproduc- lated “going up.” He arrived in
mastering innuendo and hu- tive, for in that time he educated Israel on a kibbutz with fellow
mor, among the least accessible himself about the region and its American Israelis, but left the
elements of a language to a non- politics throughout history, and group in order to avoid being in
native speaker.
“made an internal commitment the army with other Americans.
His recent return to Cleve- to Zionism, to Israel, to Jewish He lived in Tel Aviv until he was
land reminded Synenberg of the people,” he said.
drafted into a speciﬁc unit of the
luxury of being familiar with the
The Synenberg family en- army in November 2004. Synenintricacies of a spoken and writ- gaged in a different model of Ju- berg was 22 at the time, and so
ten language. He arrived home daism than its son and brother his requirements differed from a
on the eve of Christmas, a holi- has come to embrace. “I was usual draftee.
day his family celebrates annu- brought up in a home that was
Military service in Israel really along with Jewish
quires that from the
holidays, to experience
age of 18, all women
a predictable but pleasserve two years and all
ant culture shock in the
men serve three years.
company of his family.
After high school, teenHe adjusted to “being
agers usually have up
able to speak and hear
to one year before they
so effectively and easiare drafted. Israelis
ly. . . . You come to take
remain in the reserves
those things for grantuntil age 45, usually reed and forget about it.”
quiring about a month
Synenberg commenta year, depending on
ed, “I actually really
the position served in
like American people,
the army, an ongoing
they are so polite and
requirement to serve
nice and courteous; I
from which Synenberg
love English.”
will not be exempt.
The Synenberg famThe state calls on the
ily did not foster Matt’s
reserves if there is a
religious and Zionistic
war, and historically
convictions as he grew
there has been a war in
up in Cleveland, and
Israel every 10 years.
the family was unaware
Synenberg was only
of his intent to enlist in
required to serve a sixthe Israeli army unmonth non-combative
til just months before
stint, but opted for
he departed. During
��������������������������� more. He volunteered
Christmas vacation of Synenberg is suited with newly distributed arms and
to serve for one and
his senior year, Syn- gear during basic training in winter 2004-2005.
a half years, the minienberg
participated
mum requirement to
very American. I guess that
in Taglit-Birthright, a cost-free
be a combative soldier. His duty
would be called ‘American asprogram for Jews between the
rotates in three-week shifts, resimilated Jew.’ So anything Jewages of 18 and 26 to travel to
quiring that he serve stints of 18
ish or connected to Israel was
Israel, sponsored by the Israeli
days in the army and three days
almost un-American in my famgovernment, Jewish philanthroout. He lives in Tel Aviv when
ily,” Synenberg explained. While
pists, and Jewish communities
not on duty. Synenberg’s curhis family still takes issue with
around the world.
rent term of service will end on
his choice because of this culPlanning to relocate to IsApril 16.
tural affect, or effect, depending
rael and enlist in the IDF after
“Usually after the army, after
on the chosen emphasis, Syngraduation from CC, Synenberg
a tough three years, kids need
enberg sympathized with his
took his birthright trip before he
to process what they have been
parents’ position. “Their child is
departed so the offer would not
through. It has been the trend
in harm’s way, so it’s natural paexpire with his age. Synenberg’s
in Israel,” Synenberg explained,
rental instinct to say, ‘wherever
family knew that he was “con“for kids to go on a long vacathis harm is, I want you away
scious” of Israel because of his
tion, sometimes upward of a
from it.’”
participation in Birthright, but
year, usually to exotic places
Synenberg is conﬁdent that
did not know of his Zionistic
like India, the Far East, or South
his parents and family take his

America.” This soldier plans
to go to Spain to “recoup” and
relax for the summer. He hopes
to ﬁnd a place to live, continue
studying the Spanish language,
and hopefully go to Pamplona,
the setting of his favorite novel,
Ernest Hemmingway’s The Sun
Also Rises.
Synenberg related concern
about being too contemplative
while serving in the army. He explained, “It’s been the most educational thing I’ve done for myself. These are universal things,
...but you learn more about man
and animal instincts—maybe
that sounds ridiculous, but
when you see horrible things it
makes you think. And maybe
being in the army isn’t the right
time to think, but it makes you
reﬂect on what people do to
each other, both good and bad.”
He did not ignore the complex

He was brought up in
a home that was, in hs
terms, very American.
He called it ‘American assimilated Jew.’
So anything Jewish or
connected to Israel was
almost un-American in
his family.
personal turmoil of combat. “It
is very hard while you are doing
it, but I think this is something
I will beneﬁt from and draw
strings from throughout my
life. I hope to process this more
when I ﬁnish the army.”
While he was still in Cleveland in late January, in the familiar context of a place which
was home to him for 22 years,
Synenberg reﬂected upon the
gravity of his position in the
military abroad.
Eighteen months after his
initial departure for Israel, Synenberg remained grounded in
his decision to serve the Jewish
people. He managed to maintain his own high levels of idealism—from the time he left the
U.S. to his recent visit home. He
explained that his decision was
not based on Israel, it was based
on where the Jewish people
were in most need. “If joining
the army is the only thing I ever
do to serve the Jewish people,”
Synenberg said, “then I think
I’ll be a failure. Hopefully this
is where it starts, at least, this is
the biggest place to start.
“Ultimately, I’m just another
guy running around in the desert
with a gun, and that’s certainly
no way to change the world, no
productive way. But this is one
of the ﬁrst hurdles we unfortunately have to jump over, even
in this modern day and age.
This is work that still needs to
be done. Ultimately I hope that
I can separate myself from this
kind of work and do stuff that is
more productive, more innovative, more constructive towards
peace.”
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Staff Writer
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no exception.
The entire defensive line is returning this year, lead by senior
The women’s lacrosse team is
Alana Dalton in goal and senior
ﬁnally getting some well-deCarin Taormino, junior Lizzie
served recognition. Last year’s
Rosenburger and junior Anna
team had a record of 12-2, hostLigget on the ﬁeld. With some
ed the ﬁrst ever NCAA tournaserious new speed, the midﬁeld
ment west of the Mississippi,
can be described as nothing less
and made it to the ﬁnal four in
than kick-ass.
New Jersey. The Tigers have
High scorers Helen Sneath,
now made four consecutive
senior; Kate Fitzgerald, junior;
NCAA championship appearand Robin Harvey, junior, are
ances, each year making it one
returning for another great seagame farther. And most imporson, along with senior Jackie
tantly, the bookstore has ﬁnally
Russel who was out last season
added women’s lacrosse gear to
with an elbow injury.
its stock.
The team also has two new
assistant coaches: Kirstin
Hallow, a ‘99 CC grad who
played goalie for the women’s lacrosse team; and Maggie, who graduated from
UNH and played in the
World Cup for Team Canada
with Stuart.
So what makes this team
so great? The dynamics of
the team have made a real
contribution to its success.
This is a group of girls that
just clicks and it shows both
on and off the ﬁeld. Their
laid-back attitude, led by
Coach Stuart, helps them
keep their cool under pressure.
Stuart is so laid back in
fact that half-time talks consist mainly of telling dirty
jokes, with a few important
���������������������������
bits of advice slid in between.
Top, Heather Sheath speeds past defenders at a recent practice. Above, Rachel
But don’t let this attitude fool
Walker calls for the ball. The Tigers train with high goals for the season.
you.
Stuart makes sure that her
teams can outrun any other
in the division. With the altitude in their favor and a new
crop of incredibly speedy
players (keep your eyes out
for returning player sophomore Liza McElroy and
transfer Rachel Walker, junior) this year’s team might
be the Tigers’ fastest team
yet.
The women’s lacrosse
team is obviously looking
forward to a great season.
This year there are more competitive home games, such
as against Colby College on
March 29. The season starts
with a home game versus
University of Redlands on
March 1 at 3:30 PM. The CC
Tigers hope to see you in the
stands!

Carin Taormino
Guest Writer

So what can we expect from
this year’s team? Coach Susan
Stuart said, “For this early in the
season we’re already looking
really good.” Despite graduating two of the team’s three AllAmericans, the conﬁdence level
is high on the lacrosse ﬁeld.
With ﬁve new freshman and
two transfers (both from Division I schools), the team is fairly
young.
According to captain Jackie
Russel, “all this means is that we
can only get better.” Each year
this team has made it one step
closer to the championships,
and hopefully this year will be

Friday was a bad night for the
CC hockey team. Having gone
0-4 in January the Tigers continued their ’06 woes with a
disappointing 4-2 setback at the
hands of the North Dakota’s
Fighting Sioux.
I was conﬁdent we were going to win this game. In years
past, North Dakota had never
earned a point while playing at
the World Arena.
Moreover, our team name
does not reﬂect regional racism.
Tigers signify tolerance—our
nation never massacred its indigenes big cat population—I
thought we had God on our
side.
My faith was seemingly rewarded when we scored the
game’s ﬁrst goal on Mr. Joey
Crabb’s power-play.
God, however, reverted back
to his Old Testament xenophobic self as the game quickly got
out of hand. I write to you convinced we got shafted, either by
Providence or those blind referees. After our hard-earned, fair
n’ square goal the repugnant
referees made me feel like Job.
UND tied things up on a dubious goal—we would’ve been
on a power-play, but for a bafﬂing non-call by the referees.
Then, the egomaniacal refs
decided that they were not going let the game be a battle be-

tween tolerance and bigotry,
but rather—all about them.
Five minutes after the equalizer, the drug-addled and disreputable ref, hallucinated a
tripping penalty apparently
perpetrated by a member of
our team. I was there, and it
didn’t happen. This is my opinion—based on factual evidence.
The Tigers were forced to play a
man down.
UND capitalized on their unfair advantage, taking not only
the lead, but also a sickening joy
at their outrageous fortune.
The action in the second period punched me in the stomach.
God, who was supposed to be
on our side, basically destroyed
our castle and murdered our
children. The Job-like Tigers fell
victim to a nightmarish, awkward goal.
A shot by UND’s Erik Fabian
from high in the right face-off
circle at 8:26 hit a defender’s
skate and found its way into
the net. Watching that goal go
in made me feel like a youthful
ﬁgure-skater who falls ﬂat on
his face in his one Olympic moment.
The goal proved not only to
be the difference, but also that
God, for some reason, has no
desire to punish the racist unjust. We were supposed to win
this game. And we could of,
had the devil’s heinous henchman not donned striped sweaters, and intervened.
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Super Bowl proves to be disappointment
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Seahawks fans watch with low morale as their team is defeated, Sunday. The Pittsburgh Steelers beat the Seattle Seahawks 21-10. The game was plagued by poor refereeing and dull moments: a most uninteresting Super Bowl.

Leah Zipperstein
Staff Writer

Unfortunately, my fears were
realized. The Super Bowl was a
letdown just as I had expected.
The most disappointing aspect
of the game wasn’t the fact that
the referees were terrible or that
the Steelers won, but rather that
the Seahawks really did have a
chance.
The Seahawks could have won
the game, but they were unable
to efﬁciently execute their game
plan. At times, I wondered if
they even had a game plan. At
the end of the second and fourth
quarters, the Seahawks completely mismanaged the clock.
Though it didn’t necessarily cost
them the game, it was certainly
a factor in the outcome.
The 2005 NFL season witnessed the worst ofﬁciating in

NFL history. Not only were the
referees horrible during the regular season, but they brought
their blind eyes to the playoffs
and to the Super Bowl as well.
In the ﬁrst quarter, the Seahawks scored a touchdown but
the referees took it away claiming offensive pass interference.
What? Offensive pass interference—I don’t think so.
I saw the replay and the only
thing that did happen was
quintessential football, a receiver working the defensive coverage to ﬁnd an opening. And
when he did, the referees had to
interfere—as they continued to
do for the rest of the game.
In the second quarter, Ben
Roethlisberger of the Steelers
did not score a touchdown on
his one-yard dive attempt. The
referees gave it to him anyway,
even after reviewing the play.

UPCOMING GAMES
MEN’S ICE
HOCKEY

Friday, February 10
@St. Cloud State
University
TBD
Saturday, February 11
@St. Cloud State
University
TBD
Friday, February 17
University of
Alaska—Anchorage
7:35PM
Saturday, February 18
University of
Alaska—Anchorage
7:05 PM

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Friday, February 10
University of Dallas
8:00 PM
Sunday, February 12
UC Santa Cruz
3:00 PM
Thursday, February 16
Johnson and Wales
7:00 PM

Sunday, February 19
@Nebraska Wes
leyan University
2:00 PM

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Friday, February 10
UC Santa Cruz
6:00 PM
Sunday, February 12
University of Dallas
1:00 PM
Friday, February 17
@University of
Dal las
6:00 PM
Saturday, February 18
Chapman
University@Dallas
2:00 PM

SWIMMING AND
DIVING

Thursday, February 15Saturday, February 18
Liberal Arts Championships, Cedar
Rapids, IA

Yes, I understand it is not about
where the ball lands, but the
ball never broke the plane of the
goal line. Even Big Ben thought
he was just short of the touchdown. Taking the freebie, the
Steelers took the lead and headed into halftime with victory in
reach.
Toward the end of the third
quarter, the Seahawks looked
sharp as they moved their way
down the ﬁeld on what appeared to be a scoring drive.
Disappointingly, Matt Hasselback was picked off by Steelers’ cornerback Ike Taylor and
all hopes of a comeback disappeared.
After the interception, the
Steelers decided to go with one
of their infamous gadget plays—
and of course, it worked. Roethlisberger handed off the ball to
Antwaan Randle El, who threw

it to Hines Ward for a touchdown, making the score 21-10.
The Seahawks must feel at
least a tinge of embarrassment.
They were easily deceived by
the play; more importantly, they
allowed the Steelers enough
breathing room and conﬁdence
to run the formation in the ﬁrst
place. The rest of the fourth
quarter was a blur, a mere countdown to the inevitable.
And so it goes . . . the Steelers
are the winners of Super Bowl
XL. The Bus has made his ﬁnal
stop. The Steelers have claimed
greatness, standing among the
two top football dynasties, the
San Francisco 49ers and the
Dallas Cowboys. Now all three
teams are tied for the most Super Bowl wins, with ﬁve each.
Overall, it was a Super Bowl
to forget, unless you’re from
the Steel City of Pittsburgh or

are still in shock from Mick
Jagger’s dancing abilities. The
worst part about Super Bowl
XL was not the game, but the
post-game show with Chris Berman. After all the promos for
Sunday night’s Grey’s Anatomy
episode, I could not wait, but
it was like sitting through an
American Idol results show:
“We’ll be right back after a message from our sponsors.” They
repeated that about four times
and then ﬁnally Chris Berman
told us what we already knew:
the Steelers won.
In case you didn’t watch, the
episode was great—but I’m still
upset. The Steelers won and
it was supposed to be the year
of Peyton and the Colts. As we
wait for next year, get ready for
March Madness and, after that,
the true American pastime—
baseball season.
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Collective conscious and the appreciation of beauty

�����

poses an even deeper and more
profound question that we
ought to consider: Are we truly
There’s a theory that contends subjective?
The ancient Greek philothe United States of America is
sophical
contribution to aestheta totalitarian liberal society, in
ics
can
be
described as objective.
that it conditions its youth from
Beauty
for
Plato and Aristotle
early on to believe in democracy
was
found
in
cosmology, where
and liberty. Perhaps we hardly
order
and
mathematical
propornotice this component of our
tions
were
reﬂected
in
society
youth as we say our pledge of
allegiance with unquestioning in music and architecture. The
pride. The same goes for our internal speculation of art and
national ritual of rising and re- beauty was never contemplated
moving our caps before sporting by the individual; rather, it was
events to honor our national an- already predetermined for man
them. While these are certainly by the intellectuals. Everyone
not ignominious mores, the fact in society agreed that classical
still remains that we are pro- Greek architecture, premised
grammed from our inception upon mathematical proportions
to value these principles (which and symmetrical order, was the
may or may not be a cause of in- ultimate representation of beautolerance to other forms of gov- ty. While this objective and comernment). This same type of Or- munal understanding of beauty
would later be
wellian control takes
form in other aspects
While it may be replaced by
the subjective
of our society. To give
an example of this true that we differ in will of the individual, it’s
phenomenon, let us
important
to
consider the branch our reasons for enjoyacknowledge
of philosophy conthat the objeccerned with art and
ing a speciﬁc piece of tivist Greek
beauty—otherwise
tradition still
known as aesthetics.
art,
it
can’t
be
denied
persists
toIf we concede
day.
that the philosophy
that we all come toWhy is it
of aesthetics is prithat the mamarily
concerned
gether—consciously jority of the
with art and beauty,
world agrees
we are immediately
or not—to form this that Don Quixforced to consider
ote is a great
the question as to
brotherhood of aes- book? Why
why something is
do architects
or is not beautiful.
Eighteenth century
thetic appreciators. still praise
the pyramids
enlightened
phiof Egypt for
losophers have adetheir
perfection?
Why
do tourquately answered this question
ists
actually
visit
the
Louvre
by promulgating the freedom of
museum
in
Paris?
The
answer
choice for the individual. They
assert that each individual is ca- is obvious—to see Leonardo da
pable of being subjective in their Vinci’s Mona Lisa. There exists
evaluation of art and beauty, today a mysterious and objecand they alone can determine tive spirit that drives people to
what they ﬁnd to be pleasurable agree on some pieces of art and
or sublime. This theory presup- beauty. While it may be true

Andrew Draft
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Staff Writer

that we differ in our reasons
for enjoying a speciﬁc piece of
art, it can’t be denied that we
all come together—consciously
or not—to form this brotherhood of aesthetic appreciators.
It’s no secret why Dan Brown’s
books are New York Times bestsellers—mass media and critics
inﬂuence the books we read and
the art we choose to appreci-

ate. This is not to be understood
ubiquitously, as subjectivism
ultimately prevails in the individual’s evaluation of art and
beauty. What should be taken
from this discourse is a more
critical awareness of external inﬂuences on the individual as he
or she determines and assesses
beauty in their own life.

Letter to the editor: CC staff member reacts to Christianity op-ed
I appreciated Liza Murray’s “Christianity and Liberal Tenets”
article very much. It brought to light some of the bias that,
unfortunately, is experienced on campus by staff, students, and
faculty. I’m an orthodox Catholic, from a rich orthodox Catholic
heritage, employed at CC for over 10 years. As an orthodox
Catholic, I have, unfortunately, endured some prejudice form
of inappropriate and hurtful comments from members on
campus over my belief and faith practices. I personally take
these comments as “it goes with the territory”, but it does strike

As a resident of Colorado Springs for over 15
years, I am yet to come across the “overbearing
fundamentalist aspect of the religion” from
Focus on the Family.
me as quite duplicitous when the paradigm, as Liza states “we
liberals love to preach acceptance and tolerance.,” is not put
to practice often when it comes to Christians on campus. I do,
however, have to respectfully disagree with Liza’s perception
of Focus on the Family. As a resident of Colorado Springs
for over 15 years, I am yet to come across the “overbearing
fundamentalist aspect of the religion” from Focus on the
Family. I’ve heard this claim before and it comes across as
more rhetoric. As for comments on Christianity preaching
hate, this is preposterous. This misconstrued comment can
only serve to fester more anti-Christian sentiment. I thank Liza
for audaciously voicing these concerns. I’m happy to state that,
in general, most CC members are accepting of other’s beliefs. I
pray that our community continues to work toward acceptance
and tolerance for the good of all.
Sincerely,
Eloise Guerreiro
Staff Assistant Department of Sociology

Baseball fans should get away from the grudges and back to the sport

THE OPINIONS REPRESENTED IN THIS SECTION DO NOT REFLECT
THOSE OFTHE EDITOR,
PUBLISHER, OR ANYONE OTHER THAN THE
AUTHOR HER/HIMSELF.
ALL SUBMISSIONS TO
THE OPINIONS SECTION MAY BE EDITED
FOR FORM, CONTENT
AND/OR LENGTH.

Hayden Simmons
Guest Writer

It’s ﬁnally February, making this
the season of lame, rumor-ﬁlled
spring training updates, which
are usually about as interesting
as the 2004-5 season CC Tiger
Football DVD. But baseball is
an interesting creature on this
campus. Come October, kids
from Connecticut are claim-
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Deadline

Wednesday 6:00 pm

Email

catalyst@coloradocollege.edu

ing Red Sox loyalty, among all
kinds of other crap, Yankees
fans are forced into submission
by Masshole militias, and the
rest of us with perennially losing teams enjoy the pleasant autumn colors. Or something like
that. Anyhow, let’s talk a little
baseball.
So you hate the Yankees. You
hate that they’ve signed Johnny
Damon this offseason, and if
you’re a girl, you probably hate
the fact that they made him cut
his hair. You hate their payroll,
their pinstripes, and A-Rod’s
“sissy-slap” of Bronson Arroyo
two years ago in the ALCS. You
hate A-Rod, A-Rod’s incessant
indecision regarding the World
Baseball Classic, and A-Rod.
Again. You hate the Derek Jeter
visa ads, that fat Irishman that
sings their National Anthems,
Jason Giambi’s use of steroids
and little Jeffrey Maier’s interference back in what, ’96?
You probably hate the Yankees for having morphed the
Red Sox into the type of team
you want to hate. All told, that’s
a lot of hate. However, in the

face of it all, there’ve been some
great Yankee moments worth
recalling: Don Mattingly’s mustache, Cecil Fielder’s fatness,
David Wells pitching a perfect
game drunk, Ruben Rivera stealing Derek Jeter’s glove and then
putting it on eBay, the insane
amounts of cocaine ingested
by Dwight “The Doc” Gooden
and Darryl “The Sex Solicitor”
Strawberry. When the Yankees
screw up, they do it like boarding school kids.
But the Red Sox too have
made headlines on cracksmoker.com (a real and highly recommended website). Roger Clemens—who’s played for both
teams—spit on a Little League
ump just recently, while longtime Red Sock Mike Greenwell
apparently owns the world record for ejections from Little
League games. Pedro tackled
a 70 year old, Mo Vaughan
drunkenly slammed into a
parked Ford Escort, and Julian
Tavárez—the newest, acnescarred Sock—called Giants
fans fags and broke his pitching hand punching a wall. And

remember when Derek Lowe
wouldn’t stop grabbing his
crotch during the crucial games
of the 2003 ALDS?
The point, and the problem,
is that you Red Sox and Yankees
fans have minimized baseball
to two teams. Were CC located
elsewhere, the rest of us could
experience some of that sweet,
communal hatred. I hate the
Dodgers, but where’s my support? As it is, we go to a small
school in Colorado, ﬁlled with
kids from Massachusetts and
Minnesota (alongside those
25 year-old Canadian hockeyplaying imports). While Minnesota doesn’t bring a whole lot
to the table, or this one anyway,
Massachusetts certainly does.
And of all the tables, it thrives
at the Beirut table in the form of
annoying, disruptive, and ohso repetitive Yankees suck/Sox
suck banter. Stop it. This is our
last season here, seniors, so join
me in leaving the whole argument alone.
Let’s just hate the Dodgers.
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A Million Little Pieces and a million little lies
Brenna Swift
Staff Writer

Recently,
James
Frey’s
controversial book A Million
Little Pieces became the subject
of debate in my Western
Civilization
class.
While
discussing accuracy in reports
of history, the “memoir”
emerged as a modern example
of the conﬂicts between fact
and fabrication. Though I have
never read the book, I was
immediately interested in the
accusations surrounding it—
along with the accompanying
scandal that has presented both
authors and readers with very
serious dilemma. Opinions in
my class were sharply divided
on the issue, and students who
were acquainted with the piece
defended it passionately. But by
the end of discussion, no verdict
was reached.
Some
literary
analysts
would argue that no ruling
was needed—like certain other
pieces, Frey’s writing captures
a kind of “essence” of reality.
Despite Frey’s recent admission
that important elements of the
story were “fabricated” (a total
of 18 pages), the book may
retain its overall acclaim. With
his mother at his side, Frey
had made a meek attempt to
defend his work on Larry King
Live: “The important aspect of a

memoir is getting at the essential
truth.”
First published in 2003,
Frey’s work skyrocketed to the
bestsellers list after earning
a coveted position in Oprah
Winfrey’s book club in fall 2005
(the book club’s “O” symbol
seems to elicit immediate
attention and respect from
consumers). The book is
described by reviewers as a
stark, gripping portrayal of
Frey’s’ struggles with substance
abuse. Its setting is a tightlycontrolled Minnesota rehab
clinic, purportedly reminiscent
of the mental hospital portrayed
in One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s
Nest. Frey also relates his
severely troubled childhood,
a phenomenon that contrasts
starkly with the intentions of his
well-to-do suburban parents. A
Million Little Pieces discusses
Frey’s experiences in graphic
detail and has ultimately won
acclaim as a profoundly moving
portrait.
But prompted by the
muckraking
website
The
Smoking Gun and inquiries from
his publisher, Frey eventually
confessed that certain details
of his story were fabricated.
Among points of doubt were
Frey’s exact connection with
a girl involved in a fatal 1986
car wreck. Frey’s heart-rending
reports of medical treatment

without anesthesia have also
been questioned. The Smoking
Gun claims that police records
don’t correspond with Frey’s
descriptions of his extensive
criminal background. Oprah
initially defended Frey. But after
his reluctant admission to lying,
she upbraided him on her show.
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James Frey’s “memoir” A
Million Little Pieces.

“I feel duped,” she scolded—
eliciting the audiences’ boos at
Frey.
Does Frey deserve this
treatment? After all, he’s simply
attempting to capture the
“essential truth” of his story.
Yet it seems to me that when the
very foundation of a nonﬁction
work begins to crumble, the
“essential truth” becomes very
ambiguous indeed. I may not

Viewing world in black and white unproductive, student critiques Bush administration
Mat Elmore
Staff Writer

Among the paradigms of contemporary liberal thought, there
are an endless number of objections to the Bush Administration. Some of these transcend
normal conservative-democrat
minimizations and take a more
pragmatic approach. However,
many of these objections—if
not a majority—are fueled by
partisan senselessness and are
nothing but empty, unsubstantiated liberal rhetoric. Both sides
of the political scale tend to believe that their tiny “piece of the
mirror can reﬂect the whole,”
but surely even those that have
an ounce of intelligence realize
the absurdity of such one-dimensional thought. Constant
pleas to unify can be heard from
both sides of the aisle, but they
are usually dry of substance and
smack with dishonesty.
One of the ﬁrst questions we
ask ourselves after a paralyzing
event like September 11 is how
something like this could happen. It is important to strive to
understand such an indescribable event, and our reading
will reﬂect deeply cut cultural
and social differences. Reading
enlightens us about the complexities of the world and often makes us think twice about
whatever preconceived notions
of cultural superiority we might
have. Transcending these distinctive differences may seem
impossible, only achievable in
part. We should remember that
just because you have an understanding of a phenomenon
does not imply agreement or ac-

ceptance of it. Looking beyond
our cultural, social and religious
“frameworks” is the only chance
we have at understanding such
an astonishing act of inhumanity. Simply, the “American”
way of life is not the only way
to live.
True understanding and
knowledge is most likely to
come through a recognition of
the ways our perspective can
distort the reality we seek to
know. A deeper understanding
is impossible with a “black and

lows this belief. And this causes
problems.
If you think I am puddling
around in the shallow waters of
relativism, which the Bush Administration hates, I think you
are wrong. As Socrates so clearly and often arrogantly showed
us, there are an unlimited number of truths in our world, but
the key is to understand that
there is not one supreme truth
or rule of law.
Perhaps September 11 was

A deeper understanding is impossible with
a “black and white” and “good and evil” approach to conﬂict that reduces our enemies
into mere robots of immorality.
white” and “good and evil” approach to conﬂict that reduces
our enemies into mere robots of
immorality. The complexities of
not only everyday life, but government and international relations should hint the need for a
more invested look at the motives, actions and consequences
of others.
The Bush Administration’s
outlook on foreign policy has
reﬂected this Manichean understanding of the world—a
dualism of light and darkness,
black and white, good and evil.
This view of the world leaves
little room for interpretation
and completely disregards the
idea of context. It seems as if
the Bush Administration, as is
made manifest in their speeches
and policy papers, strictly fol-

not the best example. I do not
intend to give al Qaeda and
its advocates any sympathy.
The attacks can never be justiﬁed. They were atrocities and
a crime against humanity, and
understanding the way they
are seen from various perspectives does not negate that judgement. However, it is important
to ﬁnd out why many people
around the world believe that
they were justiﬁed. By reﬂecting on the whole of things, not
merely minimizing our enemies
to mindless peons of Satan’s
bidding, we may just be able to
prevent future attacks as effectively as the Homeland Security
Department.

be experienced in philosophy
or logic, but it seems that
this “essential truth” must be
composed of just that—truth.
Though Frey’s descriptions
may be “essential” to the message
he wishes to communicate, there
is no longer any doubt that they
are largely untrue. It was this
problem that rendered my class
indecisive on the subject. Many
found Frey’s basic meaning
insightful and valuable and
were hesitant to disparage the
details—however false—Frey
used to illustrate it. Is there a
solution to this problem?
I’m convinced that a simple
remedy is readily available.
According to a recent Newsweek
report, A Million Little Pieces
was originally published as a
novel. Its sales were abysmal.
When the label was changed to
“memoir,” the book’s readership
grew dramatically. But now that
the writing has been exposed
as a piece that is not entirely
nonﬁction, it seems it’s time to
reinstate its former title.
I believe that the novel suits
Frey’s purpose very well. The
greatest novels communicate
truths through stories, events
that may never have happened
but are signiﬁcant nonetheless.
Many novels bear an obvious

resemblance to the author’s
own life and experience while
adding details and changing
settings to communicate clearer
meaning. In this way novels
become
spiritual
without
deceiving readers. No honest
author would publish a partial
work of ﬁction as a memoir, a
title that implies truth. Instead,
these writers employ the word
novel to describe their books.
If a book holds true merit and
warrants real acclaim, the
choice of category matters little.
I suppose that in our day, such a
decision may be of more concern
to an author who wishes only to
make money. Yet as Frey’s work
has already proven a valuable
portrait of addiction—a work of
merit in its own right—I see no
reason for further hesitation.
Because
I
think
the
distinctions between truth and
falsity are very important, I
prefer literature that does not
attempt to deceive its audiences.
When the title of A Million Little
Pieces is changed to indicate
the memoir’s status as a work
largely ﬁctional, I will read it.
Until then, we’ll have to work
hard to keep our integrity from
disintegrating into a million
little shards of dishonesty.

Letter: Student praises TFA
My name is Sarah McCants and
I graduated from Colorado College last year. I’m currently a
Teach for America corps member
teaching high school chemistry
in Baltimore. I know that many
students at CC are interested
in working to expand opportunity in our nation. I also know
that there are many students at
CC who possess the talents and
skills to make a huge impact on
the lives of students growing up
in low-income areas.
I would like to encourage
more of these students to join
Teach For America, the national
corps of outstanding recent college graduates who commit two
years to teach in urban and rural
public schools and who become
lifelong leaders in the effort to
expand opportunities for children.
Since I began teaching, I have
seen my students’ academic
progress far exceed most expectations of them. Faced with
students who have been failed
by the system and reach the 10th
grade reading at an average seventh grade level, and with math
skills that are typically lower
than that, few people expect
my students to reach the same
standard chemistry curriculum
that their peers in more afﬂuent
communities will reach.
However, my students have
risen to the expectations I have
set for them, and we are actually at this time ahead of all of
the other schools in our city, and
possibly the state. I have also
had the opportunity to work
with and get to know my students’ families and other members of the community.
In addition to the personal
rewards of impacting students’
lives in ways I will probably
never know, I am pursuing an

MAT through Johns Hopkins
University. Also, I have aided my students in organizing
competitive food and clothing
drives, writing letters to the
school board about their situation, and founding out National
Honor Society. My school is
only in its second year, so I am
very involved in shaping the vision of the school’s future.
Through my experience in
the classroom, I have gained
an incredible amount of insight
into what long-term changes are
necessary in order to ensure that
ultimately all children grow up
with an equal chance in life. At
the same time, I am utilizing and
developing a diverse set of skills
that I know will be of value in
any professional ﬁeld I choose.
Teach For America seeks applicants of all academic majors;
no previous education experience or coursework is necessary.
Corps members receive full
ﬁrst-year teacher salaries and
beneﬁts, and they are eligible
for ﬁnancial aid. We also offer
loan deferral/forbearance and
interest payment on qualiﬁed
student loans during the twoyear commitment.
I highly encourage CC students to visit www.teachforamerica.org and learn more about
this force of leaders working to
expand opportunity for children. The application deadline
is approaching quickly—February 17. Students may contact
me at SarahMcCants@gmail.
com, or the campus recruitment
directors, Carrie Swint or J.P.
Hoberman, for more details.
Sincerely,
Sarah McCants
Class of ‘05
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THE CATALYST

Occupation: Dreamland 7:00pm

Keck Open House 1:45pm–5:00pm

Visit the Keck GIS Commons in Palmer and
become acquainted with the resources therein.
Food and beverages will be served and the documentary The World In A Box will be shown.

Rainbow Jam 7:00pm–10:00pm

Demetria Martinez introduces this award-winning documentary about soliders in Falluja during the winter of 2004 showing in the WES room.
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This 18th annual event will celebrate cultural
diversity with free cultural foods a dance contest
in Benji’s.

Life In Palestine 7:00pm

Anna Baltzer, a Jewish-American volunteer for
the Internation Women’s Peace Service will present slides and stories documenting her experiences.

Twain: Mysterious Stranger 8:00pm
The comic theater troup Duntport creates the
production A Rumination of Twain’s ‘Mysterious
Stranger’ with a dozen CC drama students in
Armstrong. $2 at Worner Desk.
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Meet The Artist 4:00pm–7:00pm

An opening celebration and introduction of the
premier exhibition of “American Heroes” by Peter Max will be held at the Fine Arts Center with
refreshments. Free for CC students.

ChiliFest 1:00pm–4:00pm

The Carnivore Club presents this afternoon of chili
eating and competion, music from Tic Tac F*** You,
and beverages in Bemis. Bring you CC ID.

Jam Spectacular 9:00pm–1:00am

Benji’s will host this night of music featuring
Drop Tonic, Chronicles of Gnarma, Synth For
Ya Girl, and Epicurious.

Poetry Reading 9:15pm-11:15pm

The Poet as Witness to War class, as well as Demetria Martinez, will be reading student activist
poems as well as Valentines poems in Sacred
Grounds. Refreshments will be served.
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$5 Matinee
Weekend Showing
Kimball’s Twin Peaks

Mrs. Henderson Presents

1:00 3:15

Match Point

5:30 8:00

Brokeback Mountain

1:45 4:45 7:45

